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Welcome to the first edition of the Timebanking eZine, part of the Atlantic
Philanthropies supported projects in Volunteer Now! For general
information on Timebanking go to www.volunteernow.co.uk/volunteering/timebanking
Exciting times in Carrickfergus, Newry and
Belfast!
We are delighted to have three new Timebanks
under development as part of the small grants
programme!
Complete Community Cultivation
has been awarded funding to
develop a conservation and
allotment based project which
includes identifying older residents
who need support in maintaining
their gardens. In exchange for part
of their garden being used to grow
fruit and vegetables older residents
will receive half of the produce and
have their garden looked after by
keen local gardeners in the
Carrickfergus area.
Complete Community Cultivation is
already well established in
Carrickfergus and have identified a
number of other areas in which they
would like to develop their timebank. We will
keep you up to date!
For more information contact timebroker Austin
Heron, via email at austinhero@googlemail.com
Favors for Friends is based in Newry and has
been funded to develop a Timebank to build on
the existing community spirit in the Greater
Church Street area. Claire Quigley, timebroker
for the project, has held a number of events for
neighbours to come together to share what
support they can offer and what assistance they
would like.

a local taxi company has agreed to collect and
deliver prescriptions for older people. Contact
Claire at claire.quigley1981@gmail.com to
register or for more information.
The Lighthouse Centre in Belfast is a
wellness centre with a Pay it Forward café in
the Cavehill area of Belfast.
Over the next year the Lighthouse
Centre intend to develop their
Timebank to serve the community
acting as a hub for local residents to
come together to share their skills to
enable more support and services
for the area. People will also be
able to earn time credits through
helping out in the café and by
supporting the delivery of health and
wellbeing workshops. People will
also be able to spend their time
credits participating in training and
workshops offered by the centre.
Contact Siobhan Bogues for more
details via email at
siobhanbogues73@gmail.com

Upcoming Events
Timebanking//Get Involved
If you think your community, whether it is a
community of interest or a geographic
community could benefit from a Timebank join
us on 27 September. We will be having a day
on the road meeting representatives from local
Timebanks to get an idea of what is happening
locally and how Timebanks are meeting
community need.

As well as making matches between local
residents Claire has been in contact with local
businesses to get their support for the
Places are limited and will be allocated on a
community. She has so far enlisted a local
first come first serve basis. To register
dentist who has agreed to provide free check ups contact: sinead.quinn@volunteernow.co.uk
at home for older and home bound residents and

News
Organisation Timebank
A list of current offers and
requests can be viewed by
clicking on the following links.
Current Offers
Current Requests

Visit from Spice
Credit Where Credit is Due
Volunteer Now welcomed David Russell from
Spice recently to find out more about
developing a time credit system.

Volunteer Now is delivering a
number of workshops across
Northern Ireland in the
summer to develop the
Organisation Timebank at a local level to
operate more effectively for community groups.
As well as feeding into the Northern Ireland wide
Organisation Timebank, local Timebanks will
enable organisations to collaborate and share
resources more conveniently at a local level.
Workshops have already taken place in
Enniskillen and Newry and local trading is
already under way. Details of workshops will be
on our website soon. Keep checking for dates
and information on offers and requests. To
register or find out more contact Sinead Quinn,
Development Officer on 028 9023 2020 or via
email at Sinead.Quinn@volunteernow.co.uk
How it works//.
Organisations register their requests and offers
with Volunteer Now who make the connections
and exchanges between organisations. For
further information please use the following link
to download our information booklet.
Information booklet
Contact details:
Sinead Quinn
Timebank Development Officer
Volunteer Now, 34 Shaftesbury Square, Belfast,
BT2 7DB
T: 028 9023 2020
E: sinead.quinn@volunteernow.co.uk

L-R: Denise Hayward, Director of Outreach and Engagement
- Volunteer Now, David Russell, Spice and Helen Shields Fermanagh District Council

Volunteer Now is working across
Derry-Londonderry with communities,
organisations and the Council to develop a
city wide Timebank which will provide
opportunities to earn and spend time credits.
There are numerous ways for people to get
involved from exchanging skills with
neighbours such as dog walking,
accompanying people to appointments to
supporting charities at one off events and
exchanging credits at training and events.
Credit notes are currently in development
and its hoped the project will be up and
running by autumn.
If you are an individual or an organisation
wishing to become involved contact:
timebanking@volunteernow.co.uk for more
details.

News
Timebanking helping to support
NI Housing Executive Tenancies
Redburn Loughview
Community Forum are
piloting a Timebank in
Holywood to support
local residents with a
view to sustaining
tenancies.
Managed by Louise
Green and supported
by timebroker Monty
Budde, a number of
initiatives have been
developed by and for
Monty Budd
Timebroker with Redburn
residents over the
Loughview Community Forum
last year, including a
men’s shed for local men to come together to
build bird boxes, and work has recently
begun on a community garden for residents
which will incorporate an allotment, a
barbeque area and a seating area for
residents to come together.

Shared learning
from Timebank Pilot Groups
Following the year one (2012/13) evaluation of
the pilot groups the report highlighted the
following good practice points for groups
interested in establishing their own Timebanks.
Step 1: Engage with people
Timebank is a concept that appears simple but
is actually quite hard to grasp. An over focus on
the timebank concept at the start can be
confusing. What really helps in the early stages
is to get close to those who could be interested;
listening to their needs, concerns, and
expectations. It is almost impossible to spend
too much time engaging and listening to people
in the early stages.
Step 2: Find consensus about the
needs and expectations
of the people

All time banks live or die on whether they meet
people’s needs or not. It’s therefore important
As well as developing community projects for to bring people together and get consensus
residents the Timebank has given people the about what are the needs people have, what
opportunity to get to know each other better kinds of things people want to give and receive.
as they build a better estate for themselves.
It also offers opportunities for people to trade Step 3: Focus on the top five main issues,
their skills directly with each other and
others can be added as you go
exchanges to date have included haircuts,
ironing, shopping for neighbours and
Early indications are that a long ‘shopping list’
befriending.
of possible things that a person could offer can
be off putting and that it’s best to focus on the
The project recently trained a number of
top five areas of need. This doesn’t stop needs
people in partnership with SERC as literacy
outside the top five being in the timebank but it
support tutors. These tutors have been
follows the famous 80/20 rule (20% of the
matched with other residents who will ‘pay’
needs meet 80% of people’s expectations).
the tutors for classes in time.
Typically the top five might include:
To read the Housing Executive research on
how Timebanking is helping to sustain
tenancies please click here.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Support in the home
Support outside such as painting or
gardening
Transport
Enabling people to get out of the home
Form filling, dealing with bureaucracy
IT

News
Early learning shows that this approach gets
things moving quickly
Step 4: Don’t worry about the
brokerage mechanism
Times online is a great resource and well
worth its cost. However, there is a learning
curve attached to it and some can be put off
by what appears to be its complexity. While
we would always recommend using it, it
shouldn’t be a barrier to getting started. Many
timebanks get started using a simple paper
based system or a simple spread sheet and
our view is that a simple paper system is fine
for up to 50 members and a simple spread
sheet is fine for up to 100 members.

Step 7: Build confidence
One important issue is that many of us are wary
about who we invite into our own home and with
good reason. While it may seem bureaucratic to
ask members to provide two references, this is
good practice as it allows the timebank to stand
over those entering others’ homes and this builds
confidence.
Step 8: Try to get started as soon as you can
to build momentum

Getting started is really important. We have
learned that giving everyone a starter bonus of 10
credits does get things moving. Many are afraid of
going ‘into the red’ and a starter bonus helps overcome that fear and we also recommend a clear
What matters is that a brokerage system is put statement that normally no one will be allowed to
in place quickly that those operating it are
go more than 10 credits in the red.
confident with. One can always upgrade later.
It can also happen that some people want to give
Step 5: Prepare your publicity materials
but not receive. Obviously, if everyone did this the
timebank would be grid locked. However it has
Publicity materials are important and some
been found to be useful to allow members to
timebanks have produced some great
donate units, either to the timebank itself for
materials with clear messages and great
distribution to those in need or to donate to
visual impact. We think materials matter
individuals.
because they communicate the message in a
way that convinces people that timebanks are Step 9: The Timebank is a member too
here to stay.
We have seen that timebanks sometimes have
We recommend that those that have not
their own resources such as rooms or outdoor
prepared materials look carefully at what has space that could be made available to others in
been produced and basically copy what has
the community. The timebank can offer these
been done but with adaptation to local needs. resources on a credit basis to draw people in. Also
the timebank can offer training that members
Step 6: Communicate, communicate,
want, also on a credit basis. The idea of a
communicate!
‘Community Pot’ is attractive to many people; they
can donate credits if they wish, knowing that
Don’t expect that the message will be
they will be used for community benefit.
understood the first time it is communicated or
Thanks to our Year 1 Timebanks – Redburn Loughview
even the fifth time. It is a novel idea and it
takes people a while to get their heads around Community Forum, Newtownstewart Time Trade, Newry &
Mourne Carers, First Step, Cloughmills Community Action
it. Also a pinch of demonstration is worth
Team & Omagh Timebank.
more than a lot of words!
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